
Best Practice – 2  
 

Name of the Best Practice: -      Annual exhibition 

Date & venue: –   27, 28,29 April 2018 

Outcomes of Best Practice: -    

 

 While designing & executing the setups in exhibition classrooms as per 

the theme of event students get an opportunity to design the small sets 

& later workout the execution process for the same by working in groups, 

which is the outcome desired by the college authority. 

 Most importantly they get the big platform to show up their work done in 

academic year, which is the main goal of conducting annual exhibition 

where their work gets appreciated & examined by professionals as well as 

learners & their fellow seniors & juniors. 

 Students become more responsible & sensible towards how to present 

their work in front of other people. 

 The level of creativity is increased here by one step as compared to other 

activities held in college throughout the year, as this event expects 

students to be responsible, creative, coordinating, having keen eye on 

execution of set designs etc. 

 In the presentation by chief guests or ex-students of college the current 

students get to know designing & execution as well as the thought process 

behind the award winning/well known projects in interior. 

 This thorough process helps to mold the personality of future interior 

designer as a bold, open minded, coordinating, who’s having clear 

thought process about how to execute the different types of work. 

1. Description of activity: 

 In the 2nd semester of academic year in the month of March student’s 

committee of exhibition organizes the Annual exhibition for the span of 3 

days. 

  



 

 In which the 1st to 4th year students get the chance to put up best of their 

work done throughout the year on the big panels which will later get 

examined & appreciated by various professional personalities. 

 Firstly, the theme for the exhibition gets decided by the college exhibition 

committee & the principal, after that students have given 3 days of time 

span right before the exhibition event in which they design their own 

classrooms according to the theme & creates the appropriate surrounding 

to put up their various types of work including extra curriculum activities 

done by each classroom,  

 Also space to hang or to place their artefacts, panels to put up best of 

their project work done on sheets etc. 

 Felicitation ceremony of chief guests followed by their speech addressing 

the students takes place. After that Inauguration of annual exhibition 

takes place.  

 Chief guests along with principal have a keen look at whole exhibition, 

where selective students from each class describes their work to the 

guests. 

 After that the exhibition is open for public. 

 There is presentation program of chief guest’s work (If he/she is from the 

architecture/interior field) or of the ex-student of college who has 

achieved sound knowledge & name in the professional work field. 

2. Activity Experience: 

a. Outcome wise description of observations/explanations 

 While working in groups they do self-assessment of their thoughts & work 

on their ideas of execution the same. All this gets done in groups helps 

them to become socially active human being. 

 They get to know good things & flaws present in their work by various 

peoples. 

 Students do the work of various types to achieve the desired outcome 

necessary for the exhibition, like they must have creative vision while 

designing their exhibition areas as well as technical knowledge about 

execution & after that they use the r communication skills while 

presenting the work in front of third persons. 



 

 

 The main concept behind conducting the exhibition is to provide the 

bigger platform for the students to put up their work done in academic 

year in front of others.   

 To achieve the full fleshed execution of exhibition sets is done by combining 

both artistic as well as technical methods. Application of 

observation/experience in professional life/work.    

 The platform like exhibition gives a bright chance to students to get their 

work recognized by professionals, hence those who have done good work 

may get a chance to work with their desirable Architect/Interior designer in 

future or in near times.  

  Application of leadership skills, creative self-expressions & sense of using 

various materials as per the need of situation develops into students at this 

stage which will prove to be helpful for them after becoming the interior 

designers. Improved communication skill is another outcome to expect here 

which is a must in today’s professional work field as well as day to day life.   

 To sum up in short we can say that this thorough process can be called as a 

grooming session for students as it proves to be challenging yet full of 

exposure event.  

 Because of combining various types of work in one event the outcome 

achieved from it also becomes wide.  

 Which results into an important event to conduct every year and hence it 

becomes impactful & necessary for student’s personality development. 
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